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Objectives

• To understand the major business functions/activities

• To understand the management of various business functions/activities

• To be able to apply knowledge with daily life and work in the future

Challenges:

- Teaching business to non-business students

- Quickly grasp an overview of business components



Agenda

Topic Duration Reference

Part 1: Business Model Canvas
- Explain BMC
- Practice: BMC Brainstorming

1h30m • Osterwalder, A., & Pigneur, Y. (2010). Business model generation: a handbook for 
visionaries, game changers, and challengers (Vol. 1). John Wiley & Sons.

• www.itd.or.th/wp-content/uploads/2020/01/itdevent03022020-04.pdf (also in 
GDrive)

Part 2: Primary Activities
- Marketing
- Operations

1h30m • Needle, D., & Burns, J. (2010). Business in context: An introduction to business 
and its environment. Boston: South-Western Cengage Learning.

• Kotler, P.T. & Armstrong, G. (2018) Principles of Marketing, 17e, Pearson.
• Solomon, M.R. et al. (2013). Marketing: Real people, real decisions. Pearson.
• Heizer, J. et al. (2020). Operations management. Prentice-Hall.
• Krajewski, L. J. et al. (2022). Operations management: Processes and supply 

chains. Pearson.

Part 3: Supporting Activities
- Human Resource 
Management
- Finance & Accounting
- Management Information 
System

1h30m • Needle, D., & Burns, J. (2010). Business in context: An introduction to business 
and its environment. Boston: South-Western Cengage Learning.

• Bright, D.S. et al. (2019). Principles of management. OpenStax.
• Dessler, Gary. Human resource management. Pearson Educación, 2000.
• Brigham, E. F., & Houston, J. F. (2021). Fundamentals of financial management: 

Concise. Cengage Learning.
• Libby, R. et al. (2020). Financial Accounting, McGraw-Hill.
• Laudon, K. C., & Laudon, J. P. (2021). Management information systems: 

Managing the digital firm. Pearson.



Part 1:  Business Model Canvas
A Big Picture



Why Business Model Canvas?

• BMC helps entrepreneurs understand a business in a concise and organized way;

• BMC provides a comprehensive framework describing the crucial elements of any 
business enterprise;

• BMC offers a process of exploration and analysis prior to any a deeper understanding of 
business functions (Holdford et al., 2022)



BMC: 9 boxes

Products/services Customer interfaceInfrastructure management

Financial aspect

12

3

4

5

6

78

9

Can you apply 
BMC with these 

businesses?

Please think about 
this after the class



Customers/Segments & Value Propositions

Customers and Segmentations

• Who are our customers?

• Customer need? Pain point? What do customers value?

• Segmenting: income, demographic (e.g., genders, ages), etc.

• You can access and serve more than one group of customers!!

Value Propositions
• Goods/services answer the customer needs, solve their problems
• Goods/services must have significant differences from competitors

Multi-side-market: more than one customer segments (Grab, YouTube)



Channels & Customer Relationships

Channels

• Communicate with / access to targeted customers

• Deliver the value proposition (goods/services)

• Significant numbers of targeted customers

• Efficient & Effective

Customer Relationships

• Get new customers, keep current customers, 
increase purchases, and win-back past customers

• Personal assistance, automated service, self-service, communities



Revenue Streams

• Business offers a set of value propositions (goods/services); 
customers pay for obtaining/using goods/services.

• Many customer segments = many revenue streams

• !! Revenues > Costs = Profits

Types of Revenue Streams

• Asset sale (goods/products): land, snack • Lending/renting/leasing: car, apartments
• Usage fee (services): taxi, barbers, massage
• Subscription fee: Netflix, fitness
• Licensing: songs, logos, technology
• Commission fees: AirBnB, Agoda, Grab
• Advertising: Google



Key Activities & Key Resources

Key Activities

• Key activities required for producing the value propositions

• Production, problem solving

Key Resources

• Physical (buildings, platforms)

• Intellectual (brand, patents, copyright, data, knowledge)

• Human, employee, labour (knowledge, skills)

• Money

• Traffic, user base, customer base

• Trust



Key Partners

Key Partners

• Buyer-supplier: HP-Intel, Grab-taxi, Android-developers

• Strategic alliances (non-competitors): Apple Watch Nike

• Cooperative partners (competitors): Star Alliance, Taxi 
association

• Joint ventures (develop new businesses): YGMM, SCB-
CP, United Launch Alliance (Boeing and Lockheed 
Martin)



Cost Structure

Types of Costs

• Fix costs: buildings, machines, staff (admin), license

• Variable costs: materials, fuels

Think!!: airline, hotel, car manufactures

Types of Business

Cost-driven business model vs. Value-driven business model



Netflix

https://slidemodel.com/business-model-canvas/



Facebook



Facebook



Facebook



Brainstorming: Orange juice

Please open the excel file



Practice: Develop your BMC

• Develop your BMC 
by using this 
guideline, starting 
from 1 to 9

• It can be your own 
business or your role 
in an organisation

Who are partners 
affecting key 
activities resources?

What are key activities 
used for creating value, 
reaching customers, and 
communicate with 
them?

What are key resources 
used for creating value, 
reaching customers, and 
communicate with 
them?

Major costs spent for 
creating value, reaching 
customers, and 
communicate with 
them?

Major revenues from 
each segment?

Problem?

Need/want?

What do we have?

Product/service characteristics
that meet customer’s solution

What make customer choose us, 
not others?

How to gain customer base?

How to keep them with us?

How to increase purchases out 
of current customers?

How to reach them?

Which channel used to 
communicate with customers?

Target customer?

Who else needs our 
solution?

Who else need our value 
proposition?



Part 2: Primary Activities
Marketing & Operations



Definition

• Marketing is the activity, set of institutions, and processes for creating, communicating, 
delivering, and exchanging offerings that have value for customers, clients, partners, and 
society at large (AMA, 2017).

Marketing



Production Concept

• Assumption: consumers will favour products/services 
that are available and highly affordable (price)

• Firms focus on improving production and distribution 
efficiency.

• Examples: Lenovo and Haier (price-sensitive,
low labour costs, high production efficiency, 
and mass distribution)

• The Ford Company’s Car Model T: 
affordable, simple, and durable [$260 to $850]

• Myopia: focusing too narrowly on operations,
losing sight of the real objective — satisfying customer 
needs and building customer relationships.

The Historical Evolution of Marketing Concepts



Product Concept

• Assumption: consumers will favour products/services 
that offer the most quality, performance, and features.

• Marketing strategies focus on product quality and 
improvement.

• “Build a better mousetrap, the world will beat a path 
to their doors.”

• Examples: engineering tools, Apple (early days) 

• Myopia: buyers may look for alternative solutions 
(e.g., house cats, chemical spray) 
to a mouse problem.

The Historical Evolution of Marketing Concepts



Selling Concept

• Assumption: consumers will not buy sufficient goods and services unless they are 
persuaded to do so by advertising, sales promotion, and incentives to the sales force.

• To sell what the company makes rather than to make what the market wants

• Examples: typically practiced with unsought goods such as life insurance, blood 
donations, promotion of political candidates

• Myopia: aggressive selling focuses on creating sales transactions rather than on building 
long-term, profitable customer relationships.

The Historical Evolution of Marketing Concepts

Aggressive selling, 
heavy promotions



Marketing Concept

• Assumption: consumer is sovereign

• The survival of any organisation 
depends upon the satisfaction of its customers. 

• Firms need to know the needs and wants of target markets and deliver the desired 
satisfactions better than competitors do.

• Some cases, customers don’t know what they want 
[tablet, digital cameras, EV]; so, understanding customer needs 
even better than customers themselves do.

• Examples: Southwest Airlines, 3M, Dell

• Myopia: conflicts between consumer short-run wants and 
consumer long-run welfare. We satisfy their immediate needs 
and wants but is that the best for them in the long run?

The Historical Evolution of Marketing Concepts



Societal Marketing Concept

• Assumption: a company’s marketing decisions should 
consider consumers’ wants, the company’s requirements, 
consumers’ long-run interests, and society’s long-run 
interests.

• Marketing strategy should deliver value to customers in a 
way that maintains or improves both the consumer’s and 
society’s well-being. 

• Sustainable Marketing, Socially and Environmentally 
Responsible Marketing

• Examples: Nestlé and Unilever are rethinking the 
interactions between society and corporate performance.

The Historical Evolution of Marketing Concepts



Form utility: (conceptually) transforming raw materials 
into finished products

• A production activity is directed by marketing 
(McCarthy, 1960).

Place utility: making products available where 
customers want them

Time utility: storing products until they are needed

Possession utility: enabling the consumer to own and 
use the product or store it for future use

Value = Perceived Utilities



• Although services are “products” in a general sense, they have special characteristics and 
marketing needs.

• The biggest differences come from the fact that services are essentially intangible and 
that they are created through direct interactions with customers.

Think about your 
experiences with 
an airline or Google
versus
Nike or Apple.

Goods versus Services



The set of tactical marketing tools that 
the firm blends to produce the response 
it wants in the target market.

Product: goods-and-services 
combination the company offers to the 
target market.

Price: the amount of money customers 
must pay to obtain the product/service.

Place: activities that make the product 
available to target consumers.

Promotion: activities that communicate 
the merits of the product and persuade 
target customers to buy it.

Marketing Mix (4Ps)



Think about airlines, restaurants, banks, Disneyland

People: people delivering the service; the 
management and motivation of staff; staff 
performance influencing customer satisfaction, 
repeat custom, and financial performance

Process: the procedures, mechanisms, and routines 
producing the customer service experience and the 
delivery of value to the customer

Physical evidence: the environment where the 
service is delivered; all tangible cues relating to the 
service on offer

Marketing Mix (7Ps)



The Model of Buyer Behaviour

Factors influencing consumer behaviour

Consumer Behaviour

A society’s personality: the values, beliefs, 
customs, rituals, and tastes produced or 
practised by a group of people

A group coexisting with other groups in a 
larger culture whose members share a 
distinctive set of beliefs or characteristics. 
(racial, ethnic, music groups, movie fans)

The overall rank of people in a society: 
based on education, livelihood, living 
places, etc. 

Reference groups, opinion 
leaders, influencers

Genders, social role 
(e.g., by careers)



Buyer decision process meets marketing strategy

Decision Making Process



Definition

• A set of activities that creates value in the form of
goods and services by transforming inputs (e.g., 
information, people, materials, finance, and methods) 
into outputs (for customers, firms, employees, and 
communities).

• Services, the production function may be less 
obvious; the services may be “hidden” from our eyes.

Operations



The Historical Evolution of Operations



Conversion
• Materials processing: transforming 
materials into products
• Information processing: transforming 
information to be something of value to 
the end user (e.g., doctors interpreting 
symptoms, accountants auditing, 
lecturers developing PPTs)
• Customer processing: changing the 
state of a customer (e.g., hospitals 
converting sick patients into healthy 
ones, hairdressers transform 
appearances, and airlines change a 
person’s location).

Operations as a System



Outputs
• Not all the outputs are desired outcomes: waste, unused materials, pollution, customer 
dissatisfaction.
• Outputs of one system are invariably inputs to other systems, leading to developments 
in operations strategies and supply chain management.
• Outputs can be inputs into the same
system: e.g., recycled materials, 
information, feedback from customers.

Operations as a System



Competitive Priorities and Capabilities



Competitive Priorities and Capabilities



Competitive Priorities and Capabilities



Project: produce a large product specialized for the customer, taking a long period of time, 
low quantity, high quality
• Highways, aircrafts, submarines, space shuttle, movie production
Job shop: produce a wide variety of products, small amounts, considerable divergence, 
make products to order
• Paintings, machine tools
Batch: produce identical products, significant variety and quantity (more than job shop but 
less than line-flow)
• Medicines, restaurant foods, bakery
Line-flow (assembly): produce identical products simultaneously (between batch and 
continuous-flow), high volumes, standardised products(minimal divergence)
• Computers, automobiles, appliances, toys, food processes
Continuous-flow: the extreme high-volume standardized production, rigid line flows, no 
process divergence
• Petroleum refining, chemical processes, paper manufacturing

Types of Operations



• Production improvement: productivity (output/input; cost efficiency and effectiveness)

• Global competition: most products are composites of materials and services from all over 
the world; think more about costs, locations, delivering.

• Ethics, workforce diversity, environmental issues

• 4th industrial revolution: AI, automation

• Additive manufacturing: 3D printing

Trends in Operations Management

Carlo shoe was 3D printed and then 
polished and cleaned to remove any 
residue white powder.
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